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earlier training, and the different jobs to which they were
going.
Mutual respect was also not encouraged by an illogical
financial  compromise:   from   1907   to   1933,   grant-earning
secondary schools were compelled to oiler a definite percen-
tage of free places—usually 25 per cent before 1924 and 40
per cent afterwards—many of which were accepted by families
that could well have afforded the moderate fees demanded but
who thought it cheaper to have their children coached after
school-hours for the competitive free-place examination. Here
we fell between two stools. Under the American or French
system, the local authority might have provided a minimum of
gratuitous education at all stages for all social classes. Or an
English tradition might have been followed, and a generous
proportion of scholarships and maintenance allowances made
available for those who were marked out for some particular
kind of higher education but whose families could not other-
wise have met the whole of the cost. Instead of following
either of these courses, we tried an ill-thought-out compromise
which did not materially affect the predominantly middle-class
composition of the new secondary school, but which does
seem to have given the school a bad start by artificially creat-
ing an unhealthy atmosphere in which gratuity was smugly
equated to intelligence and fee-paying to dullness. Growing
realization that democratic principle did not oblige the state
to provide free education of this particular type for families
that  could afford to contribute towards  its cost  while  it
neglected to provide any adequate schooling for the many that
could not resulted first in the substitution of payment accord-
ing to means in 1933, and then in 1944 in a complete prohibi-
tion of tuition fees in all secondary schools maintained by
local education authorities.
To complete the job of breaking down the mental barrier
between the two kinds of grammar school—the old endowed
schools that were now receiving direct grants and the new
county secondary schools provided by local authorities—three
further possibilities have now appeared on the horizon.

